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Abstract

The growing use of clusters in diverse applications,

many of which have real-time constraints, requires Quality-

of-Service (QoS) support from the underlying cluster inter-

connect. In this paper, we propose an analytical model that

captures the characteristics of a QoS capable wormhole

router, which is the basic building block of cluster networks.

The model captures the behavior of integrated traffic in a

cluster and computes the average deadline missing proba-

bility for real-time traffic. The cluster interconnect, consid-

ered here, is a hypercube network. Comparison of Deadline

Missing Probability (DMP) using the proposed model with

that of the simulation shows that our analytical model is

accurate and useful.

Index Terms: Analytical Model, Cluster Network, SAN,

Quality-of-Service, Pipelined Router Architecture, Virtual-

Clock, Wormhole Switching.

1 Introduction

Quality-of-Service (QoS) provisioning in clusters has
become a critical issue with the widespread use of clus-
ters in diverse commercial applications. The traditional

best-effort service model that has been used for scientific
computing is not adequate to support many cluster appli-
cations with varying consumer expectations. For example,
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many real-time applications require timely delivery of mes-
sages. These applications mandates that the cluster system,
and hence the cluster interconnect, should be able to han-

dle user specified service demands instead of adopting the
same-service-to-allmodel.

Most commercial routers (switches) such as SGI SPI-

DER [11], Cray T3D/E [20], Tandem Servernet-II [12], In-
tel Cavallino [4], IBM SP2 [22], and Myricom Myrinet [2]
use wormhole switching to provide high performance.
However, they have not been designed for QoS assurance

except for the Servernet-II, which provides a link arbitration
policy called ALU-biasing for implementing limited band-
width and delay control. Hence, design and analysis of QoS
capable routers and cluster networks has become a current

research focus [17].

Recently a few router architectures with QoS provision-
ing have been proposed [17, 9, 3, 18, 10]. Most of these de-

signs have used a hybrid approach with two different types
of switching mechanisms within the same router — one for
best-effort traffic and the other for real-time traffic. They
have refrained from using wormhole switching because of

potential unbounded delay for real-time traffic.

On the contrary, wormhole routers with some modi-
fications have been considered for handling traffic prior-

ity [19, 5, 21, 24, 23]. The options vary from provid-
ing hardware support in the router for bandwidth assur-
ance [19, 21, 24] to software solutions on existing routers
[5]. In the hardware approach, the most logical solution is

to assign separate virtual channels (VCs) to different traf-
fic classes and use a rate-based scheduling mechanism such
as Fair Queueing [7] or VirtualClock [25] to share the link



bandwidth proportionately [19, 24]. Techniques such as
preemption of lower priority traffic in favor of higher prior-
ity traffic have also been proposed [21]. Recently, we have

proposed a QoS-aware pipelined router that supports fea-
tures such as rate-based scheduling, preemption, and flit ac-
celeration mechanism [23]. Software solution like the self-
synchronizing scheduling [5] does not need any hardware

modification, but the solution may not be scalable.

A limitation of all prior studies is that they use simulation
to evaluate the performance of various design trade-offs. In
addition, the evaluations are confined to a single router in

many cases. Detailed flit-level simulation is quite expensive
and prohibits full-blown analyses of various design trade-
offs. On the other hand, an accurate analytical model can
provide quick performance estimates and will be a valuable

design tool. In this paper we present a mathematical model
for analyzing QoS capable cluster networks. In [15], we
had developed a mathematical model of a QoS-aware clus-
ter network to compute the average network latency. While

the average latency is an important performance metric for
all types of traffic, it does not capture the behavior of real-
time traffic in sufficient detail. For example, if an applica-
tion messages requires low jitter tolerance, then jitter will be
a main performance metric. In our case, since we consider

time-constraint applications, delay bound is the primary ob-
jective function. Since wormhole-switched network cannot
provide hard guarantees due to chained blocking, the sys-
tem can provide soft guarantees in terms of deadline miss-

ing probability (DMP). The DMP of time-constrained ap-
plications was analyzed in [19, 14] via simulation. In this
paper, we present an analytic approach to compute DMP of
real-time applications.

We first develop the model for a single router and then
extend it to a network. Here we use a hypercube-style clus-
ter network primarily to keep the analysis tractable due to
the symmetric nature of the network. However, our QoS-

aware router model can be extended to any regular topology
such ask-aryn-cubes and meshes as long as the topology
and routing algorithm can be captured mathematically.

Like many commercial designs, we use a pipelined

wormhole router architecture. The model considers an inte-
grated workload consisting ofC different classes of traffic.
(C � 1) classes represent real-time applications1 with dis-
tinct service requirements. The last class is used for best-

1Here a real-time application refers to any time-constrained applica-
tion.

effort traffic applications. As proposed in our MediaWorm
design [24], each class is statically assigned at least one VC,
and the VCs are scheduled with a rate-based scheduling al-

gorithm, VirtualClock [25], to regulate the bandwidth re-
quirements. Average message latency for different traffic
classes can be computed using this model.

The main contribution of this analytical model is that
it provides an accurate estimation of the deadline missing
probability of real-time traffic in QoS capable pipelined
wormhole-switched networks. We validate the single router

model (16-port) and the cluster network model (6-cubes)
through extensive simulation. We use a mixed workload of
three traffic classes (C = 3, two real-time and one best-
effort) in this study. It is shown that the models are quite

accurate in predicting DMP. Thus, it can be used as an effi-
cient design tool to analyze network and application centric
performance parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the router architecture and the VirtualClock algo-
rithm are discussed. In Section 3, we present the analytic
models for DMP. The performance results are analyzed in
Section 4, followed by the concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 A QoS-aware Router Architecture

Most routers now use a pipelined design to minimize
the network cycle time. Accordingly, we use a pipelined,

wormhole-switched router in this paper. Fig. 1 shows the
pipelined router consisting of five stages. Stage 1 represents
the functional units, which synchronize the incoming flits,
demultiplex a flit so that it can go to the appropriate input
virtual channel (VC) buffer to be subsequently decoded. If

the flit is a header flit, routing decision and arbitration for
the correct crossbar output are performed in the next two
stages (stage 2 and stage 3). On the other hand, middle flits
and the tail flit of a message directly move to stage 4. Flits

get routed to the correct crossbar output port in stage 4. Fi-
nally, the last stage performs buffering for flits flowing out
of the crossbar, multiplexes the physical channel bandwidth
amongst multiple VCs, and transmits one flit at a time to the

neighboring router or to the network interface of the node
attached to this router.

In this n-port router architecture, we provide one VC

for each of theC traffic classes (thusC input andC out-
put VCs). More VCs per class should improve the perfor-
mance. Note that the crossbar used in our router is called



a full crossbarsince it hasn � C inputs andn � C out-
puts. The model can be modified for a multiplexed crossbar,
where the VC multiplexing will be done before the crossbar

stage.
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Figure 1. The pipelined router architecture
with a full crossbar.

Unlike the lumped router models analyzed before [1, 16,
6, 13] that capture only the blocking delay caused by arbi-
tration, a message entering the above pipelined router can
experience delay at stages 1, 3 and 5 of the router. If the

corresponding input buffer is full in stage 1, the message
must wait outside the router until adequate space is avail-
able. In stage 3, the message again may be delayed because
its destination crossbar output port could be busy. Crossbar

output port arbitration is performed at a message level gran-
ularity. So the message has to wait until the output port is re-
leased by the message currently using it. Finally in stage 5,
multiple VCs compete for the physical channel bandwidth.

Traditionally, a Round Robin or FIFO scheduler is used to
schedule the output channel in a time-division manner.

The above router design is modified to support QoS pro-
visioning by simply incorporating a rate-based scheduling
algorithm to share the physical channel bandwidth. Similar

techniques have been proposed for the Internet router line
cards. Our previous research [24, 23, 15] has shown that
this architecture with the VirtualClock algorithm [25] can
be effective in providing QoS for integrated traffic.

In the VirtualClock algorithm, there are two variables,
calledauxVCandVtick for each connection. The values of
these two variables are determined when a connection is set
up. TheauxVCindicates the virtual clock value of the con-

nection, while theVtick is the amount of time that should be
incremented whenever a flit arrives at that connection. The
Vtick value specifies the interarrival time of flits from the

connection. Therefore, a smallerVtick value implies higher
bandwidth. Once these two values are set, the VirtualClock
algorithm works as follows. For each connectioni, when

a flit arrives at the scheduler, the following computation is
done.

auxVCi  max(real time; auxVCi);

auxVCi  auxVCi + Vticki;

timestamp the flits with theauxVCi:

The flits are queued and serviced in increasing timestamp
order. For the best-effort traffic, the timestamp is set as

1. So the best-effort flits are processed only if there are
no other flits with lower timestamp values.

3 Deadline Missing Probability

As described in the previous section, the router model
assumes a pipelined architecture withP = 5 stages. The
model is derived forC classes of traffic with different ser-

vice requirements. Here we assume that there are(C � 1)

real-time traffic classes and one class of best-effort traffic.
Each class is assigned a dedicated VC. (This assumption
can be relaxed to assign multiple VCs to a class.) In addi-

tion, the model is based on the following assumptions typi-
cally used in analytical models:

� The arrival pattern of each classc follows the Poisson
processes with an average arrival rate of�gc .

� Message length isM flits long.

� Message destination is uniformly distributed.

� TheVtickc value for real-time traffic belonging to class
c is given by1=(�gcM), and theVtick value for best-
effort traffic is set to1.

� The input and output buffers(VCs) in stages 1 and 5
can holdbs flits. Each class is assigned a dedicated

injection/ejection queue outside the router, and these
queues have infinite capacity.

For a given source and destination pair, the probability
of missing the deadline is the probability that a message
cannot be delivered within a specified time(D). We only
compute the deadline missing probability of real-time traffic

which has time-constraints. Here we consider only deadline
to traverse the network. Source queueing is not included in
order to keep the discussion simple.



3.1 Single Router Model

We compute the DMP for a classc traffic in a single
router. The network latency of classc, Lc, is the time to

traverse the router. The network latency(Lc) of a message
of classc consists of two parts. The first part is the actual
message transfer time,T . The second part is due to block-
ing caused by the wormhole switching scheme, and due to

sharing of the physical channel bandwidth by multiple vir-
tual channels at stage 5 of Fig. 1. The actual transmission
time withP pipeline stages in a single router is(P�1+M)

cycles for anM -flit message.

In order to compute the second part of the network la-
tency, let us defineBc as the blocking length (in number of
flits) seen by the header flit at the input, output, and arbitra-
tion stage in the router.Bc captures the message blocking
in a pipelined wormhole router. Then the effective length of

the message becomes(M + Bc) flits. Let Sc be the aver-
age number of cycles required to transfer one flit of a class
c message.Sc represents the effect of bandwidth sharing
mechanism of the Virtual Clock algorithm. Thus, the net-

work latency(Lc) for 1 � c � C is

Lc = (Bc +M)Sc + P � 1: (1)

While blocking happens among the same class of mes-
sages, the sharing depends on the traffic of other classes.

Thus, these two random variables(Bc and Sc) are inde-
pendent. We can combine them to a random parameter,
�c = (Bc + M)Sc. We know that�c = Lc � (P � 1)

and�c �M .

Let Pm;c(D) be the probability of missing the deadline
D. If we can find the c.d.f. ofLc; PfLc � Dg, then
Pm;c(D) is 1 � PfLc � Dg(= 1 � Pf�c � D0g), where
D0 = D � (P � 1).

For accurate estimation of�c, first we consider the two

random variables(Bc andSc) separately and then combine
them. To compute the blocking lengthBc, note that block-
ing is possible at the input buffer stage, output buffer stage
and arbitration stage. The worst case of blocking occurs

when all these places are occupied by other messages. Thus
the worst blocking length will be(2max(bs;M) + M)

wherebs is the input/output buffer size and M is the mes-
sage length. Themax(bs;M) term is used to capture the

buffer lengthbs < M , since a new message must wait
until the service for the previous message is completed.
Let us assume that we know the probability mass function

Pm;c(B) of Bc ( Pm;c(B) = PfBc = Bg), which will be
described later.

With a given blocking delay(B), the effective message

length will be(M+B). When each flit of(M+B) arrives at
the head of the output VC, there are2(C�2) combinations of
other real-time traffic that denote whether they occupy the
corresponding output VCs or not. All these combinations

will determine how to share the bandwidth. We number the
combinations serially so that for each combinationk (0 �
k � 2(C�2) � 1) we can determine the number of cycles
required to transfer a flit of classc traffic, Sc(k), and the

probability ofkth combination for trafficc, Pc(k).

Let Xc(i) be the number of flits, which needsSc(i) cy-

cles at the output VC such that
P2(C�2)�1

i=0 Xc(i) = B+M ,
given that the blocking length isB. Then�c, the actual de-
lay for a blocking lengthB can be denoted as

�c =

2(C�2)�1X
i=0

Xc(i)Sc(i):

Let’s define the c.d.f of�c, Pf�c � D0g, as

Pf�c � D0g =

BuX
B=0

Xu
0X

X0=0

� � �

Xu

2(C�2)�1X
X
2(C�2)�1

=0

Pm;c(B)Px;c(X0; 0jB)

� � � Px;c(X2(C�2)�1; 2
(C�2) � 1jB): (2)

There are2(C�2) + 1 summation notations in Eq. 2. The
first notation is forB and the remaining2(C�2) notations
correspond to the total number of combinations of the out-
put VC status. In Eq. 2,Px;c(X; ijB) is the probability

thatXc(i) = X given the blocking length isB. Bu, the
upper bound ofB, is 2max(bs;M) + M which is the
worst case of blocking,Xu

0 = min(B + M; D0

Sc(0)
), and

Xu
i =

D0
�
P

i�1

j=0
Sc(j)Xj

Sc(i)
, for 1 � i � 2(C�2) � 1.

We need the solution ofPm;c(B) andPx;c(X; ijB) to
find the deadline missing probability. Since the exact es-
timation of the terms is extremely hard, we approximate

these probabilities from the operational behavior of the
router/network. If we have the blocking probability of class
c 2, Pb;c, thenPm;c(0) = 1 � Pb;c. Since the blocking
length(Bc) varies between 0 and2max(bs;M)+M , under

2The computation ofPb;c andPc(k) is summarized in the Appendix.
For full derivation, please refer to [15].



the uniform distribution assumption,Pm;c(B) can be writ-
ten as

Pm;c(B) �

8<
:

1� Pb;c; B = 0
Pb;c=B

u; 1 � B � Bu

0; otherwise,
(3)

whereBu = 2max(bs;M) +M .

Similarly we can getPx;c(X; kjB) with Pc(k), which
again for better readability3, is deferred to the Appendix.

SinceXc(i) = Pc(i) � (B +M) for a givenB, we assume
thatXc(i) varies between 0 and(B+M) under the uniform
distribution assumption. Hence,

Px;c(X; kjB) �

8<
:

1� Pc(k); X = 0
Pc(k)=(B +M); 1 � X � (B +M)
0; otherwise

(4)

3.2 Modeling of a Cluster Interconnect

The single router model can be extended to most of the

regular networks as long as the topology and router algo-
rithm can be captured analytically. Models for such topolo-
gies like hypercubes, meshes, andk-aryn-cubes have been
developed to predict the performance of best-effort traf-

fic [1, 16, 6, 8, 13]. Here, we consider integrated traffic
in the network, and use a hypercube topology to demon-
strate this idea. We use the deadlock-free e-cube routing
algorithm for message transfer.

We compute the deadline missing probability for a class
c traffic that traversesh hops in the network. The network

latency of classc is a discrete random variable,Lc. The
network latency for a givenPath, which is a set ofh chan-
nels traversed by a message due to e-cube routing, can be
expressed as

Lc =
X

s2Path
(Bc;sSc;s +P ) + ((Bc;n+M)Sc;n+P � 1);

(5)
whereBc;s (0 � s � n � 1) is the blocking length seen by
a header flit of classc in channels, andSc;s is the number

of cycles for transferring a flit of classc in channels. The
first term in Eq. 5 represents the time spent at each hop,
and the last term denotes the time at the ejection channel.
Note that this does not include the queueing delay outside

the router. SinceBc;s andSc;s are random variables, we
can combine them to a random parameter,�c;s. Thus, we
write

P
s2Pathe(�c;s) = Lc � (P � 1 + Ph), where Pathe

includes the ejection channel (Pathe = Path[ fng). �c;s

is given by�c;s = Bc;sSc;s , 0 � s � n � 1 and�c;n =

(Bc;n+M)Sc;n. LetD0 = D�(P�1+Ph)andPh;c;s(Ds)

be the p.m.f of�c;s(Ph;c;s(Ds) = Pf�c;s = Dsg).
Let Pm;c(D) be the probability of missing the deadline

D for a givenPath = fs1; s2; : : : shg. If we can find the
c.d.f. ofLc; PfLc � Dg, thenPm;c(D) is 1 � PfLc �

Dg(= 1 � Pf
P

s2Pathe �c;s � D0g). Since delays of
each hop(�c;s1; �c;s2 ...) are independent each other, we can
write

Pf
X

s2Pathe

(�c;s) � D0g =

Du
sh+1X

Dsh+1
=M

� � �

Du
s1X

Ds1=0

Ph;c;s1(Ds1)

� � � Ph;c;sh+1(Dsh+1): (6)

The above equation has(h+1) terms corresponding to(h+
1) hops a message travels(including ejection chance). The
lower bound of each hop except the(h + 1)th hop is zero.
From

P
s2Pathe(�c;s) � D0, we can get the upper bounds

asDu
si
= D0 �

Ph+1
j=i+1Dsj andDu

sh+1
= D0.

We can compute the p.m.f(Ph;c;s(Ds)) in Eq. 6 from the

c.d.f(Pf�c;s � Dsg) by Ph;c;s(Ds) = Pf�c;s � Dsg �

Pf�c;s � Ds � 1g. Like Eq. 2, we obtainPf�c;s � Dsg

as

Pf�c;s � Dsg =

BuX
B=0

Xu
0X

X0=0

� � �

Xu

2(C�2)�1X
X
2(C�2)�1

=0

Pm;c;s(B)

Px;c;s(X0; 0jB) � � � Px;c;s

(X2(C�2)�1; 2
(C�2) � 1jB): (7)

As explained in Eq. 2, there are2(C�2) + 1 summation no-
tations in Eq. 7. In Eq. 7,Pm;c;s(B) is the p.m.f ofBc;s

and Px;c;s(X; ijB) is the probability thatXc;s(i) = X

for a givenB (
P2(C�2)�1

i=0 Xc;s(i) = B). And �c;s =P2(C�2)�1
i=0 Xc;s(i)Sc;s(i). Bu, the upper bound ofB, is

(2max(bs;M) +M), Xu
0 = min(B; Ds

Sc;s(0)
), andXu

i =

Ds�
P

i�1

j=0
Sc;s(j)Xj

Sc;s(i)
. For the ejection channel(s = n), the

c.d.f is slightly different, and should include the message
lengthM with blocking lengthB. SoPx;c;s(X; ijB); 0 �

i � 2(C�2)�1, will be replaced byPx;c;n(X; ijB+M); 0 �

i � 2(C�2) � 1. Also the upper bound ofX0 changes to

Xu
0 = min(B +M; Ds

Sc;n(0)
).



From Eq. 3,Pm;c;s(B) can be written as

Pm;c;s(B) �

8<
:

1� P s
b;c; B = 0

P s
b;c=B

u; 1 � B � Bu

0; otherwise
(8)

whereP s
b;c is the blocking probability of classc in channel

s.

Similarly from Eq. 4, we can getPx;c;s(X; kjB) with

Pc;s(k) as

Px;c;s(X; kjB) �

8<
:

1� Pc;s(k); X = 0
Pc;s(k)=B; 1 � X � B
0; otherwise.

Note that all these equations can be derived from the sin-

gle router model for a given number of hops(h) and for a
physical channels by setting the proper boundary values.

4 Performance Results

Using the equations derived in Section 3, we compute
the DMPs in a single router and in a 6-cube. Some of
the results are presented here for validating the model. We

are unable to include results of other cube dimensions due
to space limitation. We also implemented a corresponding
simulation model as shown in Fig. 1 using CSIM. Note that
we need a deadline parameterD to estimate the DMP. In

our pipelined router model, the minimum transfer time for
a 32-flit message is 36 cycles (= P +M � 1). Hence, we
setD = 42 cycles for the single router. Similarly for 2-hop
messages in a 6-cube, the minimum transfer time is 46 cy-

cles (M + Ph + P � 1). We setD = 55 or 60 cycles for
2-hop messages.

In Fig. 2, we plot the DMP results for two types of
real-time traffic (R1 and R2) from the mathematical model

(Math) and the simulation model (Sim). In a 6-cube, the
DMPs of 2-hop and 5-hop messages are shown for different
D values. The graphs show that the single router results are
more accurate compared to the 6-cube results. This is be-

cause we approximate the upper bound of blocking length
in each hop to(2 max(bs;M)+M) without accounting for
the chained blocking. Since there is no chained blocking
in a single router, the upper bound approximation is more

accurate. Even with this approximation, the DMP results
from the analytical model of a 6-cube match closely with
the simulation results.

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper introduces an analytical approach for calcu-
lating the DMP of real-time traffic in a QoS-aware worm-
hole router and a hypercube-style cluster network, designed
using such routers. For accurate calculation, the model cap-

tures the pipelined design, and analyzes the blocking delay
at different stages of the pipe. In addition, the effect of Vir-
tualClock scheduling algorithm is reflected in the model.
Comparison with the simulation results indicates that the

router as well as the hypercube models are quite accurate
in predicting the DMP. Unlike the simulation model, the
analytical model can be used as an efficient design tool in
studying various design trade-offs. For example, the im-

pact of message length (M ), and other questions can be an-
swered quickly using the model either for a single-cluster or
for a multi-router cluster. Such performance estimates and
quick design overviews are difficult to obtain via a simula-
tion study.

The model presented here can be improved in a variety of
ways, and some of them are currently pursued in our group.

First, the exponential arrival distribution for real-time traf-
fic may not be quite practical to apply to media streams. We
need to develop the model with a CBR/VBR source to cap-
ture inputs like media streams. Second, QoS comes with
different connotations, and extension of the model to pre-

dict other performance parameters such as bandwidth as-
surance and jitter should be useful. Third, the model can
be extended to other topologies. Finally, co-evaluation of
the cluster network with a detailed network interface model

should answer many questions regarding the QoS ability of
the entire communication system.
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Appendix

Computation of blocking probability( Pb;c) in a single
router :

Here we describe the computation of blocking probabil-
ity in a single router. Since the input/output buffer sizes are
bs, the blocking probability,Pb;c for classc (1 � c � C),

can be expressed as

Pb;c = (Lc�
0
c)
1+2

max(bs;M)
M (9)

where�0c is the steady state message arrival rate of class
c traffic. (Lc�0c) is the router utilization (�c) for classc.
Since�0c andLc are considered at the message-level gran-
ularity, the total buffer size(2bs flits) of input and output

queues becomes2bs=M when converted to message length.
(Note that we are considering the worst case scenario here
by using the entire buffer length2bs.) Including the cur-
rently serviced flit/message, the total number of messages
becomes2bs=M + 1. Hence, the channel utilization (or

blocking probability of classc) is given by Eq. 9.
The steady state arrival rate�0c in Eq. 9 is given by

�0c = (1� Pb;c)�
g
c : (10)

The average network latency(Lc) of a message of classc
in Eq. 9 is given by

Lc = P � 1 + (M +Bc)Sc, (11)

where Bc = Pb;c(max(bs;M) + M=2) and Sc =P2(C�2)�1
k=0 Sc(k)Pc(k) . Note that due to the inter-

dependencies betweenPb;c and�0c, the solution becomes

iterative.
Computation of blocking probability( P s

b;c) in a Clus-
ter Interconnect:

In order to get unknown term in Eq. 8, we need to com-
pute the blocking probability(P s

b;c) in a Cluster Intercon-

nect. From Eq. 9, the probability of blocking for classc
traffic in channels can be written as

P s
b;c = (Lc;s�c;s)

1+2
max(bs;M)

M : (12)

Note that�c;s is the total rate(including transit rate and
generation rate). To compute�c;s, we need to analysis the
traffic rates in ann-cube router. Two types of messages ar-

rive at a router using the input channels. One is called a
terminating message, and the other is a transit message that
passes through the router using one output channel. Let�tc



be the total transit message rate of trafficc at a router. The
generation rate of trafficc in the steady state is�0c. There-
fore, the total message rate at the output of a router (over

all the n output channels) is�c = �tc + �0c. Let �t;sc be
the transit message arrival rate of trafficc from other nodes
at physical channels of a router. Similarly,�0c;s represents
traffic generated by the source node for a physical channels

and virtual channelc. We give here the expressions derived
in [16] for completeness.

The transient message arrival rate at physical channels

and virtual channelc of a router is given by

�t;sc =
nX

k=2

Pk�
0
c

2
4

MX
j=m

sCj�1 � n�s�1Ck�j

nCk

3
5

where 0 � s � (n � 1);m = max(2; k � n + s +

1); and M = min(s + 1; k). The traffic generation rates
have the following relations.

�tc =

nX
k=2

Pk(k � 1)�0c; �c = �tc + �0c =

nX
k=1

Pkk�
0
c

New messages for physical channels and VCc are gener-
ated at a rate�gc;s by the local host, and is given by

�gc;s =

n�sX
k=1

Pk�
g
c � n�s�1Ck�1=nCk:

The message rate for each virtual channelc in ann-cube is

the same regardless of its position, and is given as

�c;s = �0c �
h

n
=

�c
n
:

Similarly Eq. 10 is modified as

�0c;s = (1� P s
b;c)�

g
c;s: (13)

In Eq. 12,Lc;s is the latency of a classc message when
it uses in physical channels as the first path to traverse to-
wards its destination.Lc;s can be expressed as

Lc;s = fP � 1 + Phsg

+ f(Oc;n +M) � Sc;ng

+ f(Ic;s +Bmiddle(c; s)) � Sc;sg: (14)

hs(=
Pn�s�1

k=0 (k + 1) � n�s�1Ck=(2
n�s�1)) in Eq.14 de-

notes the average number of hops a message travels starting
with the physical channels as the first path.Ic;s(= (P s

b;c �

max(bs;M)=2)) is the blocking length of a classc real-time

message at stage 1 of the first router that uses channels as
the first route, andOc;n(= (Pn

b;c �(max(bs;M)=2+M=2)))
is the blocking length at stages 3 and 5 in the ejection chan-

nel of the last router. Also,Bmiddle(c; s) is the block-
ing length between the source and the destination (i. e.

middle nodes) excluding the blocking length at stage 1 of
the source and the blocking length at stages 3 and 5 of

the destination. The computation ofBmiddle(c; s) will

be described later.Sc;s(=
P2(C�2)�1

k=0 Sc;s(k)Pc;s(k)) is
the average number of cycles required to transfer a flit of
classc message that uses channels for its first path, and

Sc;n(=
P2(C�2)�1

k=0 Sc;n(k)Pc;n(k)) is the average number
of cycles per flit in the ejection channel.

Computation of the probability of output VCs status,
Pc(k) :

The probability ofkth combination for classc, Pc(k),
can be determined using a Markov model. LetS1 be a state
such that thecth output buffer is empty andS2 be the state
such that thecth output buffer is not empty. The status of
the rest(C � 2) buffers are all identical in the two states to

makeS1 andS2 adjacent. Let’s assume the serial number of
S2 on classc bek. (The detailed numbering function can be
found in [15].) Now, the transition rate from stateS1 to S2
is �0c, where�0c is the traffic rate of thecth VC (Eq. 10),

while the rate fromS2 to S1 is (1=Lc(k) � �0c), where
Lc(k) = P �1+(Bc+M)Sc(k) from Eq. 11 andSc(k) =
(
P

8j;jth output VC is busy
1

Vtickj
)=( 1

Vtickc
). The transi-

tion rate fromS2 is reduced by�0c to account for the arrival
of a message while channelc is busy. From the Markov

model, we get all the state probabilities,�Si , Then,

Pc(k) =
�SuP

8Sjwherecth VC is busy�Sj

; (15)

where the serial number ofSu on classc is k.
The probability of output VCs status(Pc;s(k)) in the net-

work can be obtained similarly. Detailed computation of
these probabilities can be found in [15].

Computation of Bmiddle(c; s) for Eq. 14:

To computeBmiddle(c; s), we use the delay model from
[16], except that we include the input and output queue-
ing delay, while in [16] they capture only blocking delay.
The average length of blocking in the middle nodes for a

message which uses physical channels as the first path,
Bmiddle(c; s), is

Bmiddle(c; s) = (1�
P1 � �

0
c

n � �0c;s
)



�

n�1X
j=s+1

P j
b;c � (max(M; bs) + dc;j)

�

Pn�j�1
m=0 Pm+2(m+ 1)n�j�1

Cm

nCm+2Pn�s�1
m=0 Pm+2

n�s�1Cm+1

nCm+2

where(1� P1��
0

c

n��0c;s
) is the probability that a message does not

terminate after using physical channels as the first path, and
the last fractional expression represents the average number
of hops the message travels when it takes a channelj after
usings.

The average length of messages involved in blocking for
each channel is given as

dc;s =
1

2
[max(M; bs) +M ] +

1

2
(1� Pt;s)

�

n�1X
j=s+1

P j
b;c � (dc;j +max(M; bs)) �Hfjjsg;

Pt;s =

sX
k=0

Pk+1 �
sCk

nCk+1
�

1

S(0)
;

Hfjjsg =

n�j�1X
m=0

sX
k=0

Pm+k+2 �
n�j�1Cm � sCk

nCm+k+2
�
(m+ 1)

S(1)
;

where

S(j) =

n�s�1X
m=j

n�s�1Cm �

sX
k=0

Pm+k+1 �
sCk

nCm+k+1
:


